Theory-based medicine and the role of evidence: why the emperor needs new clothes, again.
The evidence-based medicine (EBM) movement was established to combat capricious reasoning in clinical care, particularly arguments from authority. Critique of authority and appraisal of evidence remain EBM's core values and should be revisited in this era of EBM's maturity and influence. We are now faced with a new form of under-questioned authority: evidence from well-designed and methodologically appraised randomized controlled trials (RCTs). RCT evidence is now prized even when it is incapable of providing meaningful information-in particular, when underlying causal theory is inscrutable. Experimental trial evidence of the effectiveness of remote intercessory prayer provides an illustrative case that highlights systematic scientific blind spots in the institutions of EBM. Medicine-even evidence-based medicine-is theory-based at its core. EBM must cultivate greater capacity to address the crucial role of theory in both the generation and use of experimental evidence.